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Apocalypse. The End. Annihilation.Six months have passed since the chaos in Woodhaven, and

though Jack Jupiter escaped, he couldn't stop the virus from ravaging the globe, nor could he stop

the billions from turning into undead creatures that feast upon the living.Now, society is on its

knees.And Jack's group continues on, traveling from city to city, looking for a place to call home.

That place might be Eden, a mysterious and guarded safe haven somewhere in Florida. But to get

there, they'll have to remember not all monsters are zombies...sometimes they're human. And no

monster will stand in their way.Because they have hope.Read the series reviewers are calling

"movie-screen worthy" and a "True page turner."
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I read both books and enjoyed them. The protagonist, Jack, is a sympathetic character that I liked.

The antagonists are suitably insane and evil. Jack's fiance is not brave and needs his protection,



which brings out his heroic nature. Well worth the money.

Kept me on edge of my seat...had to stop reading it was so intense....loved it

Great read

Fast packed action. It's a fun read. You'll have a hard time putting this book down.

I've read them all,if you buy them,get them all,their that good!!!

At last, Jack Jupiter goes away his town in search of: "survival". This work is more complete than

the 1st. The author read his reviews and make the changes. As the 1st I like the story zips along

combining the personal relationships with the struggle to survive.This books had more suspense

and terror that the 1st. The plot and the characters shows coherence, some freshness and growing,

complexity & multi-dimensional is the way.This people confront the beginning of Zombies and had to

moved in order to survive. Looking for a "home" is as dangerous as meeting another survivors.

Maybe I'm greedy but wan't more & Flint is able to deliver.I support Indie authors, they make an

interesting twist on writing. The Publishers Houses had to be following more of them because

they're are writing incredible stories.I received this book for free in exchange for an honest review.

I'm very honest with my Reviews, not only for me, the author or other readers, how an author know

when did something good or need improvement?How another reader believe in my review? If I

didn't read the book, I don't Review. If the book is good, Review. If the book isn't good, Review.With

that we all benefit, readers, authors & readers searching for something new or special.My opinions

are my own. You can find me at  under: MASTERI

I still am not a true fan of the zombie apocalypse genre; ... but this author does write a good story!! I

received this books as an Advanced Review Copy (as I did the first in the series), and will

definitively say the characters seem much more developed and multi-dimensional than in the first

round --- no doubt because the author read/took previous reviews seriously and worked to fill out

perceived "weaknesses".The story takes up where the previous book ended and contains the same

high level of detail and suspense, with a few twists I did not predict (and a couple I did). Dead Hope

could probably be read easily as a stand alone as there is enough detail/background given to fill a

new reader in; ... but if a reader is a fan of these stories, why limit themselves to just the



non-fattening version when he/she could easily pick up Dead Haven to read first and have a roaring

zombie-fest of a weekend getting caught up on everything Jack and his slayers are about. Perhaps

because I was more acquainted with the author's writing style, I enjoyed this book immensely (and

the first wasn't really lacking --- just not what I had recently been reading, so caught me a little off

guard). I highly recommend it for any aficionados of reading zombie apocalypse stories!!!!

Picking up where they left off at the end of Dead Haven, Jack and his Slayers are back at it. This

books packs the same wallop of suspense and terror that the first book did. You see the characters

become more complex and multi-dimensional. And, as their friendships get deeper, so does your

own personal investment in the characters. The plot moves along at a rapid pace and stays fresh

and exciting. This can be read as a stand alone, but you really should read the first one in order to

become fully saturated in the storyline, before you immerse yourself in book 2.Marvelous follow up,

Maxwell!*I received a complimentary ARC of this book in order to read and provide a voluntary,

unbiased and honest review, should I choose to do so.
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